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ABSTRACT 

This report includes information from various studies performed under the 

Wet Storage Task of the Behavior of Spent Fuel in )torage Project of the Com

mercial Spent Fuel Management (CSFM) Program at Pacific Northwest laboratory. 

Wet storage experience has been summarized earlier in several other reports. 

This report summarizes pertinent items noted during FY 1985 concerning recent 
developments in the handling and storage of spent fuel and associated consider

ations. The subjects discussed include recent publications, findings, and 

developments associated with: 1) storage of water reactor spent fuel in water 

pools, 2) extended-burnup fuel, 3) fuel assembly reconstitution and reinser

tion, A) rod consolidation, 5) variations in the u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Corn

mission's definition of failed fuel, 6) detection of failed fuel rods, and 

7) extended integrity of spent fuel. A list of pertinent publications is 

includerl. 
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SUMMARY 

An overview of recent developments in the handling and storing of spent 

light-water reactor (LWR) fuel and some of the associated factors to consider 

are described in this report. Experience with wet storage of spent fuel has 

been summarized previously in several reports.(l-S) Studies by the U.S. 

Department of Energy, the Electric Power Research Institute, the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, and others indicate that wet storage is a well-developed 

technology with no associated major technological problems.(!) In August lgB4, 

the u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ruled(fi) that spent fuel 11 
••• can 

be stored safely and without significant environmental impact for at least 

30 years ••• " at the reactor's spent fuel storage basin or at an independent 

spent ~uel storage installation. 

A number of companies have developed equipment for reconstituting irradi

ated fuel assemblies that contain failed rods. This procedure involves remov

ing the damaged fuel rods and replacing them with intact rods. It appears that 

there will be an increase in the use of reconstituted fuel assemblies in 

pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) in the United States. Reinsertion of pre

viously discharged fuel is suggested in a recent paper( 7) as a practical way to 

obtain the benefits of higher burnup. The author of that paper indicates that 

it is in the utilities• best interest to inspect candidate reinsertion fuel 

that has been in extended storage for indications of corrosion, rlamage, or 

leakage. The continuing trend of favorable experience in the United States and 

other countries with spent·boiling-water reactor (BWR) and PWR fuel during 

handling and reconstitution operations provirles valuable information for 

advancing the technology of rod consolidation.(B) A key benefit of rod con

solidation is that it offers a means for more efficient utilization of existing 

space in spent fuel storage pools. 

There are seven upcoming or proposed demonstrations of rod consolidation 

with spent LWR fuel in the United States. It will be important to monitor 

these 11emonstrations to further define BWR and PWR fuel rod integrity aspects 

(i.e., factors that could affect the behavior of the fuel during subsequent wet 

or dry storage} and other aspects (e.g., disposal of nonfuel-bearing 
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components, loose crud, rod breakage) of the rod consolidation activities. A 

draft of the standard entitled "Design Criteria for Consolirlation of LWR Spent 

Fuel" (ANS-57.10) has been prepared and is currently being reviewed for accept

ability for use in the nuclear industry by the Nuclear Power Plant Standards 

Committee (NUPPSCO) and the Information Center on Nuclear Standards (ICONS). 

Not all defective or leaking fuel listed in current spent fuel inventories will 

have to be shipped as failed fuel because there are variations in the way the 

NRC defines failed fuel. For fuel in operating reactors (and their spent fuel 

storage pools), the NRC defines fuel rod failure as loss of fuel rod hermetic

Tty (i.e., the first fission product barrier, the cladding, has been breached 

and the rod leaks). However, the NRC permits irradiated fuel with small clad

ding breaches (i.e., pinholes and/or hairline crads) to be shipped in the same 

fashion as intact fuel. 

Ultrasonic inspection techniques have been developed in the !Jniterl States 

and other countries that make it possible to pinpoint failed fuel rods in an 

assembly without disassembling the fuel assembly. However, there is currently 

no basis for assuring that these techniques detect every cladding defect. 

As noted elsewhere,( 9) there is interest in qualifying domestic LWR spent 

fuel for storage in air in the lower or intermediate temperature regimes. Such 

storage would minimize the requirement for cover gas monitoring (a necessary 

step to assure that the correct atmosphere continuE!S to be present when spent 

fuel is stored in the higher temperature regime in a nonoxidizing atmos

phere). Minimizing the number of fuel assemblies with failed fuel rods to be 

transferred to dry storage in an oxidizing atmosphE!re (e.g., air) from wet 

storage would decrease concern over propagation of the defects. However, it is 

currently necessary for dry storage technology to design for possible storage 

of a few rods with reactor-induced defects because 100% detection of clarlding 

defects is not assured. On the other hand, for Zir·caloy-clad fuel stored in an 

inert gas at temperatures up to 380°C, it has been noterl(lO) that even if 

cladding defects are present initially or develop later the defects will not 

propagate. 

One of the advantages of extending fuel burnup is that it reduces the rate 

at which spent fuel accumulates, which rerluces storage requirements. 
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Extended-burnup fuel needs to be considered in waste management planning and 

repository design for two reasons.(ll,l 2) The first is so that the quantities 

of spent fuel to be stored and the associated facility and service requirements 

are not overestimated. The second is that the impact of extended-hurnup fuel 

on repository design is not known. 

Currently, the NRC provides guidelines to industry for analyzing fuel 

handling accidents in fuel handling and storage facilities at RWRs and PWRs for 

fuel with burnups to 38,000 MWd/MTu.( 13•14 ) Because extended-burnup fuel 

programs can involve fuel with substantially higher burnup levels 

(>50,000 MWd/MTU), some additional guidance may be needed in analyzing fuel 

handling accidents involving fuel with burnups greater than 38,000 MWd/MTU. 

Six fuel bundles containing Zircaloy-clad fuel have been in a Canadian 

reactor since 1962 and continue to operate satisfactorily. This experience 

further illustrates that even under reactor operating conditions that are more 

severe than wet storage conditions Zircaloy is durable in aqueous environ

ments. Two of those bundles are scheduled for discharge in lgRs. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Performance of spent light-water reactor (LWR) fuel and storage components 

(e.g., storage racks, piping, pool liners) during wet storage (i.e., in w~ter

filled spent fuel pools) has been the subject of studies at Pacific Northwest 

Laboratory (PNL)(a) since 1977. To assure continuity of surveillance of wet 

storage technology, the u.s. Department of Energy (OOE) cooperated with the 

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in transferring a portion of the 

research and development activities on wet storage to industry.(l,l5) Cur

rently. DOE maintains a limited involvement through studies being conrlucted by 

PNL under the Wet Storage Task of the Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage Project 

in the Commercial Spent Fuel Management (CSFM) Program; some results from those 

studies are presented in this report. Five reports( 2, 3,l6- 18 ) summarize the 

results of previous PNL wet storage studies. The purpose of this report is to 

supplement the earlier periodical reports by summarizing subsequent results. A 

list of pertinent publications is provided in the appendix. 

Wet storage experience has been summarized previously in several 

reports.{l-5) This report summarizes some of the pertinent items noted during 

FY 1985 concerning recent developments in the handling and storage of spent 

fuel and associated considerations. The subjects discussed inclurle recent pub-

1 ications, findings, and developments associated with: 1) storage of water 

reactor spent fuel in water pools, 2) extended-burn up fuel, 3) fuel assembly 

reconstitution and reinsertion, 4) rod consolidation, 5) variations in the u.s. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1 s (NRC 1 s) definition of failed fuel, 6) detection 

of failed fuel rods, and 7) extended integrity of spent fuel. 

(a) Operated for the U.S. J)epartment of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute 
under Contract OE-AC06-76RLO 1830. 
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Studies by OOE, EPRI, the International Atomic Energy Agency (TAEA), anri 

others indicate that wet storage is a well-developed technology with no asso

ciated major technological problems.(!) 

It appears that there will be an increase in the use of reconstituted fuel 

assemblies in pressurized-water reactors (PW~s) in the United States. Th~ 

continuing trend of favorable experience in the United States anrl other coun

tries with spent boiling-water reactor (BWR) and PWR fuel during han~ling and 

reconstitution operations provides valuable information for advancing the tech

nology of rod consolidation.(R) It will be important to monitor upcoming \J.S. 

rod consolidation demonstrations to further define fuel rod integrity aspects 

and other aspects (e.g., disposal of nonfuel-bearing components, loose cru~. 

rod breakage) of rod consolidation activities. Consideration should also be 

given to consolidation of control rods. 

~inimizing the number of fuel assemblies with failed fuel rods that will 

be transferred from wet storage to dry storage in an oxidizing atmosphere 

(e.g., air) is desirable. However, dry storage technology must still design 

for possible storage of a few rods with reactor-induced defects because 100% 

detection of cladding defects is not assured. However, for Zircaloy-clad fuel 

rods stored in a nonoxidizing atmosphere (e.g., inert gas) at temperatures up 

to 380°C, cladding defects that are present inltially or develop later will not 

propagate. 

Extended-hurnup fuel needs to be considered in waste management planning 

and repository design.(ll,l2) Some additional guidance may be needed in ana

lyzing fuel handling accidents involving fuel with hurnups greater than 
38,000 MWd/MTU. 
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3.0 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HANDLING AND STORING SPENT FUEL 

This section presents an overview of recent developments in handling and 

storing spent fuel and includes some of the associated factors to be con

sidered. 

3.I STORAGE OF WATER REACTOR SPENT FUEL IN WATER POOLS 

Wet storage experience has been summarized previously through 1q77 by 

PNL,(2) through 1980 by PNL,(4) through 1982 by the IAEA,( 5) ano through late 

1983 by PNL.( 3) Experience through mid-1984 is discussed in a recently 

published EPRI report.(l) Experience through mid-1985 is described in another 

EPRI report (under Research Project 2062-11-1) that is currently being readied 

for publication. The experience shows that wet storage is a well-developed 

technology with no associated major technological proble•ns. Qn August 31, 

1984, the NRC ruled(O) that " ••• if necessary, spent fuel generated in any 

reactor can be stored safely and without significant environmental impacts for 

at least 30 years beyond the expiration of that reactor's operating licenses at 

that reactor's spent fuel storage basin, or at either onsite or offsite 

independent spent fuel storage installations." 

3.2 EXTENOED-BURNUP FUEL 

has continued to increase 

exposure of domestic fuel 

In general, the burn up of discharged LWR fuel 

over the last two decades (Figure 1). The average 

discharged in 1962 was about B,OOO MWd/MTu.(l9,20) In 1973, the average expo
sure of all U.S. discharged fuel was approximately 14,000 MWd/MTu.(lQ,:?I,2?.) 

In 1978, the average exposure was about 24,000 MWd/MTu.( 19 •20 ) Recent results 

from DOE's spent fue.l data base indicate that the weighted average exposures of 

BWR and PWR fuel discharged in the United States are more than 2n,ooo MWd/MTU 

and 29,000 MWd/MTU, respectively, in 1983-1984. Maximum burnups for RWR and 

PWR fuel have also increased over the last two decades. A BWR lead fuel 

assembly exposure of 45,600 MWd/MTU has been achieved.(23) Four PWR fuel 

assemblies were discharged from Zion 1 in 1982 after attaining a hurnup of 
55,400 MWd/MTU.(23,24) 
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FIGURE 1. Weighted Average Exposure of Qischarged Domestic LWR Fuel(l 9- 22 ) 

In a recent report(ll) from the General Accounting Office (GAO). it is 

stated that DOE should complete a full evaluation of the potential of extended 

burn up and the subsequent effects on waste managemf!nt efforts. A recent art i

cle(12) summarizes the conclusions from the report. The GAO points out that 

extended burnup is important from the waste management perspective because it 

has the potential for decreasing the rate at which spent fuel is dischargerl, 

which reduces the spent fuel inventory. Extended t>ur11up needs to be considererl 

in waste management planning so that the quantities of spent fuel that OOE will 

need to store and the associated facility and serv·ce requirements will not be 

overestimated. The GAO also asserted that the impact of extended-burnup fuel 

on repository design is not known. 

Extended-burnup fuel requires a higher enrichr~ent than current fuel. To 

maximize storage capacity and still meet existing regulatory requirements, many 

spent fuel storage facilities use storage racks that were optimized for current 

fuel designs. It would aid utilities and others w"ith such facilities if they 

could provide a basis (e.g •• a direct measurement ·instead of administrative 
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controls would be desirable) for receiving credit in spent fuel storage rack 

requirements for fuel burnup. A new instrument developed under DOE sponsorship 

that measures the burnup of spent PWR fuel is described in a recent report 

(DOE-ET34014-15). 

Some additional guidance may be needed for analyzing fuel handling acci

dents that involve spent fuel assemblies with burnups exceeding 3R,OOO MWd/MTU. 

The NRC Regulatory Guide 1.25(1 3) describes the assumptions used for evaluating 

the potential radiological consequences of a fuel handling accident in the fuel 

handling and storage facilities at BWRs and PWRs. Several of those assumptions 

are stated to be not valid if certain conditions are exceeded. One of the con

ditions in Regulatory Guide 1.25 is that the average hurnup for the peak fuel 

assembly be 25,000 MWd/MTU or less (this corresponds to a peak local burnup of 

about 45,000 MWd/rHU). However, the NRC has generically approvect0 4) the use 

of those assumptions for evaluating fuel that is to reach hurnups as high as 

38,000 MWd/MTU batch average at discharge. Hence, some additional guidance may 

be needed for analyzing fuel handling accidents with extended-burn up fuel 

because fuel assembly average hurnups of over 50,000 MWd/MTU (corresponding to 

a peak local burnup of about 60,000 to 65,000 t-1Wd/MT\J) can be achieved. As 

noted above, BWR and PWR assemblies have already attained burnups of over 

45,000 MWd/MTU and 55,000 MWd/MTU, respectively. 

3.3 FUEL ASSEMBLY RECONSTITUTION 

A recent article(2 5) indicates that repairing damaged fuel assemblies can 

be an economic method for utilities to recover their investment when fuel rods 

fail. The value of a new fuel assembly is estimated by Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation to be on the order of $450,000 to $500,000.( 25 ) Westinghouse Elec

tric Corporation has estimated that it costs about $40,000 to $60,000 per fuel 

assembly for simple reconstitution (i.e., replacing one or two damaged fuel 
rods).(25,26) However, the cost of repair will vary and depends on the number 

of fuel rods being replaced and the repair method being used. Two typical 

repair methods are reconstitution and reassembly: reconstitution involves 

removing damaged fuel rods from an assembly and replacing them with intact 
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rods, and reassembly involves removing intact fuel rods from o~e assembly 

structure and placing them in a new assembly structure. 

A recent article(27) states that U.S. vendors anticipate an increased 

demand for PWR fuel assembly reconstitution, which is generally performe~ in 

the spent fuel pool. Consequently, the vendors art~ offering reconstitution 

services to the nuclear industry. For example, ~abcock & Wilcox Company anrl 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation are developing procedures and tools for 

reconstitution of PWR fuel assemblies. Combustion Engineering, Inc., has 

reconstituted over 300 fuel assemblies and current"ly has an EPRI/Northeast 

Utilities-sponsored research program on fuel assembly reconstitution. S. Levy, 

Inc. (jointly with Kraftwerk Union AG) also expect·; to offer the service in the 

United States. Brown Boveri Reaktor GmbH (BBR) of the Federal Republic of 

Germany has developed the Fuel Assembly Repair Sta:io~ (FARS), which is 

described in two recent articles.( 2S,2R) 

Combustion Engineering, Inc., has reconstitut1~d fuel assemblies at 

St. Lucie 1, Maine Yankee, Palisades, Calvert Clif~s 1 anrl 2, Millstone 2, and 

Arkansas Nuclear One-1. Their fuel repair experience is summarized in a recent 

paper. (29) The Westinghouse Electric Corporation equipment is described in 

several papers. ( 25 ,2 6,3°} Experience with rod removal and fuel assembly recon

stitution has also been described by a number of authors.( 31-3B) The continu

ing trend of favorable experience in the llnited States i!nrl other countries with 

spent fuel during handling and reconstitution operations should extend accord

ingly to rod consolidation.(1,8,3l,39) 

3.4 ROO CONSOLIDATION 

The status of rod con soli dation, the ANS standard for rod con soli dati on, 

and rod consolidation for PWR burnable poison assernblies are discussed ill this 

section. 

3.4.1 Status of Rod Consolidation 

The status of rod consolidation--a process thdt involves mechanically 

removing the fuel rods from the fuel assembly hardware and placing them either 

in another grid with closer spacing or in a close-packed array in a canister 
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without a spacer grid--is described in a recent paper( 39 ) and report.( 8) Rod 

consolidation is a leading candidate for more efficient utilization of existing 

space in spent fuel storage basins and also has the potential to be applied to 

dry storage of LWR fuel. Disposal of nonfuel-hearing components from fuel 

assemblies plays a very important role in rod consolidation. One key engineer

ing variable is the dose rate from certain isotopes (e.g., cohalt-60 and 

niobium-95) formed when impurities in those components (e.g., lnconel spacer 
grids) are irradiated.(40) 

Conclusions from the paper(39) and report(B) are summarized below. Rod 

consolidation has been successfully demonstrated in the United States; however, 

further development work is needed on consolidation systems to automate the 

processes and make them economical for large-scale use. There has been no 

experience with extended wet or dry storage of consolidated fuel rods, but 

problems are not expected.( 4l) One canister of consolidated fuel rods 

(2:1 consolidation ratio) in wet storage at the Oconee Nuclear Station since 

late 1982 could serve as a lead test canister for future licensing activi

ties. The current base of underwater handling experience suggests that fuel 

assembly handling, rod removal, and rod consolidation can be accomplished with

out major difficulty or impaired safety to spent fuel operators or the pub

lic. Acceptable dry storage conditions for consolidated fuel are issues yet to 

be resolved.( 42) Any difficulty in meeting dry storage temperature limits with 

consolidated fuel could probably be resolved; for example, by consolidating old 

fuel with a sufficiently low decay heat level. 

The paper( 39 ) and report(B) also included a number of recommendations. 

Licensing considerations need to be identified with the NRC. Included among 

the possible licensing considerations are accountability (e.g., can accounta

bility be on a canister rather than a rod basis?), criticalitY (e.g., will some 

storage racks require neutron-absorbing material?), acceptable dry storage con

ditions (yet to be resolved), pool structural capability (new finite element 

analytical method available), and partial 

Zircaloy oxidation would be the concern). 

concerns need to be identified. It will 

demonstrations (Table 1) involving spent 
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be important to monitor upcoming 
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fuel rod integrity aspects (i.e., factors that could affect the behavior of the 

fuel during subsequent wet or dry storage) of rod consolidation activities and 

to evaluate the effect of 1 oose crud, which caul d affect con soli dati on opera

tions. The potential for rod breakage can be reduced if assemblies containing 

known or suspected defective rods are excluded from consolidation operations. 

Experience with fuel rod inspection and fuel assembly reconstitution indicates 

that about six fuel rods (out of over 51,000 irradiated rods handled) have been 

broken; the rods were known failed rods or came from assemblies that were known 

to contain failed rods. 

When pursuing rod con soli dati on technology, cc1reful consideration neerls to 

be given to dose rates from and disposal costs of nonfuel-bearing components. 

Relevant handling and reconstitution operations and incident reports need to be 

monitored and rod consolidation studies and experience neerl to be followed 

closely, especially when irradiated fuel is involved, so that pertinent infor

mation can be factored into current and future sper1t fuel storage studies. 

Extended-burnup fuel handling and reconstitution experience needs to be 

included in rod consolidation studies as information becomes available to aid 

in planning should extended-burnup fuel need to be consolidated in the future. 

Some additional information on rod consolidation was also published in 

1985. tn particular, Combustion Engineering, Inc,, is participating in a fuel 

consolidation development demonstration program (Tc.ble 1).(30) Nuclear Assur

ance Corporation has also issued a report that contains copies of their recent 

cask and rod consolidation publications.( 43 ) 

3.4.2 ANS-57.10, A Standard for Rod Consolidation 

The ANS-57.10 Working Group was organized to develop the standard entitled 

"Design Criteria for Consolidation of LWR Spent Fuel" for the nuclear inrlus

try. Meetings of the Working Group were held in July 1983, November 1983, 

March 1984, October 1984, and March 1985. A draft of the stanrlarrl has been 

prepared that covers rod consolidation in a wet or dry environment and fuel 

assemblies and rods in a vertical or horizontal position. The latest version 
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TABLE 1. Upcoming or Proposed Demonstrations of Spent Fuel Rod Consolidation 

Foe I Assemoli~s Probable 
Cont r~ctor_D_!!onsor Test Slte '"· Type Reactor One 

Tenne><ee ~alley AiJthority Decatur, AL " "'" Brown's Ferry Septeo•her 1 9~5 

Wester~ New 
Centerl<J 

York Nuclear ServiCe ~est ~alley, NY "" "'" Ginna Januory 191!6 

INH (D) aM V1ryini~ Power Co. TAN,(c) IN[L, !0 "' "" Surry rlarct1 1 ~~I 

11a1ne Yankee Atomic Power Co. 

Generdl Electric Horr1s Operdtlon 

Combustion Enyineering/EP~l. Nortll
eaq IJtilitl~S Senice Co., and 
8alti1oure Gas and Electnc Co. 

!NEL, DOE 

~atll, 11E 

11orr 1 <;, I L 

Jjew London, Cf 

TAN, INEL, IU 

'" "'" Maine Yank.ee 

'"' "'" Cooper, "' MontlCello 

(I)(] I) "'" M1llstone 2 " 
I!W~ " '"" "'" 

(~) Tile w~q V~lley foC1llty "'" or1y1nolly built ond operated ~y Nuclear Fuel Serv1ces INF~I. 

1~1 lliJho NH1onal Engineenng Laboratory, lda~o Falls, Idaho. 
(c) Te>t Area Nurtll. 

1~e;' 

l ~~~~~ 

l~de 

Consolidation 
Operdtlon 

Funded Med i om ----
'" '" 
'" '"' 
'"' llry 

Yes-, \let 

'" 
'" "' 

'" ,,, 

Co111nents 

Include~ some fa1lea fuel 

Self-funded ~royroll'l t~at 

Involves lntolct fuel 

)upport<Cd by Waste Fund 



of the draft (May 1985) has been submitted to the American Nuclear Society 

Nuclear Power Plant Standards Committee (NUPPSCO) for review at its October 

1985 meeting. 

That draft indicates that a rod is to he judged as damaged if it exhibits 

visible evidence of structural damage to the fuel e-ladding {see Section 3.6). 

R.od breakage (see Section 3.4.1) is considered to be a IJesign Event-II type 

occurrence. Although such an event does not occur regularly, it can be 

expected to occur with moderate frequency or on the order of once during any 

calender year of rod consolidation system operatior. A calenrler year of rod 

consolidation operation is considered to involve tre processing of approxi

mately 25 MTU. 

3.4.3 Rod Consolidation for PWR Burnable Poison Assemblies 

At least one domestic utility (Tennessee Valle·y Authority 1 s Sequoyah 

Nuclear Power Plant) has expressed interest in the possibility of using rod 

consolidation techniques to reduce the space required for storage of poison 

rods. Furthermore, a recent article indicates that the Japanese (Kobe Steel. 

working in conjunction with the PWR utility Kansai Electric) have 

tests with a rod consolidation system for 

successfully 

PWR burnable conducted demonstration 

poison assemblies.( 44 ) The system uses remotely ccntrolled robots operating in 

water to handle, cut, dismantle, and place burnable poison assemblies into 

casks. The aim of the system is to reduce the space occupied by burnable poi

son assemblies in spent fuel pools. The Japanese claim that by using the con

solidation system, the space (volume) required can be reduced to between 1/6 

and 1/9 of that required by conventional methods of storing burnable poisons. 

3.5 VARIATIONS IN NRC's OEFINITION OF FAILFn FUEL 

Because there are variations in the NRC 1 s definition of failed fuel,( 2ll 

not all defective or leaking fuel listed in current spent fuel inventories must 

be shipped as failed fuel. In the NRC 1 s Standard Review Plan,( 45 ) which is 

currently used in the licensing process for domestic commercial power reactors 

(and their spent fuel storage pools), ''fuel rod failure'' is defined as loss of 

fuel rod hermeticity. Fuel rod failure means that the rod leaks and that the 

first fission product barrier (the cladding) has, therefore, been breached. 
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One of the objectives of the NRC 1 s fuel system safety review is to provide 

assurance that the fuel system is not damaged. as a result of normal operation 

or anticipated operational occurrences. 11 Not damaged, .. as used in that state

ment, means that fuel rods do not fail, that fuel system dimensions remain 

within operational tolerances, and that functional capabilities are not reduced 

below those assumed in the safety analysis. 

Certificates of Compliance for the TN-8 and TN-BL shipping casks (Docket 

No. 71-9015) and the TN-9 shipping cask (Docket No. 71-qOlb) were issued on 

April 13, 1984, by the Transportation Certification Branch of the Oivision of 

Fue 1 Cyc 1 e and Materia 1 Safety of the NRC • s Office of Nuc 1 ear Materia 1 Safety 

and Safeguards. One of the stated conditions in the certificates is that 

"known or suspected failed fuel assemblies (rods) and fuel with cladrling 

defects greater than pinholes and hairline cracks are not authorized." The NRC 

also stated 

••• The Certificates of Compliance have been revised to require that 
all spent fuel shipping casks be inerted for shipment to preclude 
handling problems from oxidized fuel at facilities receiving spent 
fuel. In addition, shipment of known or suspected failed fuel assem
blies (rods) may not be made unless each fuel assembly is appropri
ately canned and authorized in the Certificate of Compliance for 
shipment. This is not meant to require a det~iled examination of 
ec1ch assembly (rod) prior to shipment. 

In other words, fuel with small cladding breaches (i.e., pinholes and/or hair

line cracks) can be shipped in the same fashion as intact fuel. 

3.6 DETECTION OF FAILED FUEL RODS 

There is interest in qualifying domestic spent LWR fuel for storage in air 

in the lower and intermediate 

for cover gas monitoring.( 9) 
temperature regimes to minimize the requirement 

Cover gas monitoring is necessary to assure that 

the correct atmosphere continues to be present when spent fuel is stored in 

higher temperature regimes in a nonoxidizing atmosphere. Existing examination 

methods, while capable of detecting most fuel rods with rlefects, still cannot 

identify all rods with defects.( 46 ) Therefore, because of the possibility of a 
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few failed rods being included in the dry storage inventory, dry storage tech

nology currently must design for possible storage Jf a few rods with reactor

induced defects. 

Minimizing the number of fuel assemblies wit~ one or more failed fuel rods 

that will be transferred from wet storage to dry storage in an oxidizi~g atmos

phere (e.g., air) will decrease the concern over p~opagation of the defects, 

but there are several points to consider. Although 100% detection of claddi~g 

defects is not assured, for Zircaloy-clad fuel sto~ed in an inert gas at tem

peratures up to 380°C, cladding defects that were Jresent initially or devel

oped later will not propagate.(lO) 

In establishing criteria for monitoring cladding defects in fuel, it is 

necessary to know the detection effectiveness of cJrrent technology. Results 

from an NRC study(4fi) published in 1980-lq81 indic~te that some fuel assemblies 

with failed rods could be overlooked if only results fro~ visual inspection or 

leak testing (i.e., sipping) are considered. Thes·~ two fuel assembly inspec

tion techniques are routinely used at domestic LWR5. Occasionally, a group of 

fuel assemblies that includes some assemblies that are suspected to contain a 

few leaking fuel rods is discharged without being inspected at that time. 

Also, when only fuel assemblies are inspected (i.e., if there is no disassembly 

for individual rod inspection), there has been an inherent difficulty in accu

rately determining the total number of failed fuel rods present. 

Ultrasonic methods for inspecting fuel assemblies by detecting moisture 

inside failed rods have been recently developed in the Federal Republic of 
Germany,(2 5, 28 •47-49 ) France,(SO) and the United States.(Sl,SZ} These tech

niques for detecting failed fuel rods have several advantages. For example, 

they can be used without disassembling the fuel bundle and can provide a clear 

indication of the exact location of the failed rod·5. ~~hile detectahility by 

sipping tends to degrade with wet storage time, de·:ectabil ity by ultrasonic 

methods does not degrade as long as the moisture r1~mains inside the rods. It 

;s concluded that ultrasonic methods of fuel assembly inspection appear to he 

capable of detecting most defective fuel rods, but there is not now a basis for 

claiming that these techniques detect every rorl wi:h a defect. Therefore, 

because of the possibility that a few failerl rods rnay be inclurled in the 
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storage inventory, dry storage technology must design for possible storage of a 

few rods with reactor-induced defects. This is especially true in planning for 

dry stcrage of spent fuel in oxidizing atmospheres. 

3.6.1 German Detection System 

The Failed Fuel Rod Detection System (FFROS), an ultrasonic method devel

oped by Brown Boveri Reactor GmbH (BBR), has been described in several 
papers.(25,28,47-49) u.s. utilities have recently used this method to detect 

failed fuel rods and have found that it correlates well with detection by wet 

sipping. The FFROS has been in commercial use since 1979 and employs an ultra

sonic technique to detect the presence of minor quantities of water in failed 

rods. In laboratory tests, a specially prepared dummy fuel rod containing only 

0.5 g of water was positively identified as defective under various conditions. 

txperience gained during inspection of recently discharged fuel assemblies wit~ 

high hurnup levels and those that have been in wet storage for an extended 

period shows that this system yields much better results than those obtained 

using the classical sipping method. The system also works irrespective of fuel 

burnup; a clear defect definition is obtained from failed rods in an assembly 

with low burnup. The system is also applicable to fuel assemblies with fairly 

low decay heat levels that have been in wet storage for extended periods. Tl1e 

average inspection time per fuel assembly ranges from 30 to 50 min, including 

all fuel handling (i.e., moving the fuel assembly from a storage rack to the 

FFROS and back). The actual FFROS inspection time is 5 min for a RWR fuel 

assembly and 7 min for a PWR assembly. 

The certainty factors for the classical sipping method and the ultrasonic 

FFRDS technique are as follows: sipping method, 90% to 95%; FFROS technique, 

greater than 99% when there is sufficient water present in the rods for detec

tion.(23•49) The FFRDS probe is typically inserted into the fuel assembly at 

the level of the lower fuel rod plena; however, U.S. utilities have also used 

the method to detect failed rods, even though u.s. rods do not have lower 

plena. 

The FFROS has been used at the following U.S. PWR nuclear power plants: 

Millstone 2, Surry, and Turkey Point in 1983; Calvert Cliffs, Cook ~.and Far

ley in 1984; and millstone 2, San Onofre, Slurry, and Yankee Rowe in 19%. It 
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was reported{ 48} in March 1985 that a total of 160.000 fuel rods in both BWR 

and PWR fuel assemblies had heen inspected by the FFROS at plants in the United 

States and other countries and that water was positively detected in the plenum 

and fuel regions of more than 300 rods. As of October 1985, 1160 assemblies 

(42 BWR and 118 PWR) have been inspected using the FFRDS at plants in the 

United States and other countries. 

3.6.2 French Oetection System 

The Fuel Service Department of Fragerna (a joint subsidiary of Framatorne 

and Coge111a in France) has developed an ultrasonic ~;ystem to localize leaking 

fuel rods in irradiated PWR fuel assemblies without requiring any end fitting 

(nozzle) dismantling or motion of rods. (50) The uHrasonic probe is sequen

tially set on each fuel rod at the end plug level. Fragema has operated the 

equipment (e.g., at Tricastin-3) since October 1984. 

3.6.3 U.S. Detection Systems 

Babcock & Wilcox developed an ultrasonic through-trans111ission technique in 

1979 and examined fuel assemblies at numerous reac:or sites in Europe, ,Japan, 

and the United States. In August 1984, this system was used to examine 74,880 

rods in 3611 PWR fuel assemblies from the Surry reactors.(Sl) A total of 47 

leaking rods were identified in 36 different fuel ~ssemblies. In 19A4, Rahcock 

& Wilcox began developmental work on a second-generation ultrasonic fuel rod 

examination system (ECH0-330™) that is fully automated and uses a more 

advanced, multiple probe system (an array of up to 17 probes can be inserted 

into a fuel assembly} and a sophisticated computerized control and data 

evaluation capability. With this new system, the total examination time per 

fuel assembly (excluding the time required to move a fuel assembly from the 

storage rack to the examination system and hack) r,~nges from 5 to 15 min. 

Exxon Nuclear has developed an ultrasonic inSiJection technique (\Jltratest) 

with the capability of pinpointing any failed rods in a fuel assemhly.(5:?) 

This technique has enabled quick repair of such as~emblies during a refueling 

outage. The technique involves detecting small amrJunts of water in the lower 

region of the fuel rod. 
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3.7 EXTENDED INTEGRITY OF SPE~T FUEL 

The durability of Zircaloy cladding in water has been an area of concern 

that has been addressed in several countries by examining fuel after extended 

wet storage in water pools. To update earlier information, PNL aske~ V. F. 

Urbanic of Atomic Energy of Canada about the status of some Zircaloy-clad fuel 

that was charged into the Canadian NPD reactor (PHWR) in 1962. !Jrbanic indi

cated in September 1985 that six of the original fuel bundles (7-rorl rlesign) 

charged during the initial loading in 1962 still remain in the reactor and 

continue to operate satisfactorily. This experience demonstrates that even 

under reactor operating conditions Zircaloy is durahle in aqueous environ

ments. As of February 1984, this fuel had operated for approximately 5600 

effect;ve full-power days (EFPO). Bundles of this type were last exarninerl 

(e.g •• for any evidence of corrosion or hydriding) after about 2QOO EFPn. Two 

bundles of this vintage were also discharged in ~ay 1QR3 after operating about 

3500 EFPO, but they have not been examined yet. Two of the remaining six 

bundles are scheduled for discharge in lgRs. 

A recent paper indicates that reinsertion of previously disch~rgerl fuel is 

a practical way to obtain the benefits of extended burnup.( 7) The most signi

ficant technical concern with reinsertion relates to the effects of extended 

storagt~ on fuel characteristics (e.g •• any marked rlegradation of cladrling 

integrity) and the suitability of the fuel for reinsertion. Hence, it was con

cluded that it is in the utilities' best interest to inspect candidate rein

sertion fuel for indications of corrosion, damage, or leakage. 
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